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From the President
John Kennett

90th Birthday BBQ

Carlon Farm

The club will hold a Birthday BBQ at Tunks Hill, Lane
Cove National Park on Sunday 22 October. It is a
terrific bushland setting with heaps of space, a shelter
and other facilities. The club will provide BBQs, and
some food and drink, maybe a lot, depending on
how generous a budget the Committee is willing to
vote.

There are reports that the iconic Carlon Farm is
up for sale. Not on the internet; Caro spotted a
handwritten sign at one of the gates.

You can build up your appetite on one of four
walks that morning, starting at various locations
leading to the celebration, or venturing forth from
the BBQ for a circuit of the National Park (thanks
for organising these Genevieve!). More walks are
welcome. Otherwise, you can drive to the site, or
make your way from Macquarie Park train station.
We need a few people to be allocated a task (only
one task per person). We need (1) a Cake Person
to plan, buy, deliver and distribute the birthday
cake, (2) A Drinks Manager to plan, buy, deliver
drinks, and ensure responsible distribution of
drinks, including not too much red soft drink for kids
(3) A Food Manager to buy and bring BBQ meat,
salads, etc and who is aware that the club has many
vegetarians, (4) a BBQ assistant (we already have
the BBQ master, Don) and (5) an Entertainment
Manager to run things like the Prospectives versus
Full Members cricket match. (Any current or former
First Class cricketers in the club, especially fast
bowlers, automatically qualify for the Full Members
team).
Some Great Trips
Congratulations to Leigh for leading yet another
successful walking trip to Japan, this time to
Hokkaido. Sounds like it was a record attendance,
fifteen, most of whom were constantly dependent
on Leigh’s command of the Japanese language, and
his meticulous planning. Leigh states that the group
was a pleasure to lead, that the SBW culture of
working together came to the fore.
Melinda hosted a truly awesome birthday party at
Wave Rock with seventeen party goers. Great food,
great camp fire-side fun. I am sorry I missed it but
I guess she will have another one next year.
Bill Raffle lead his first walk in the last weekend
of July - a full compliment for a Budawangs trip.
Doesn’t sound right; surely Bill has lead a trip
before!! Hope we don’t have to wait another five
years for his second trip.
Honorable mentions this month to Prospectives
Marika and Naveen who leave a trail of exhausted
older members behind them on any decent climb,
while Charlie gets a gong for out doing Bill at being
Bill.
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Carlon Farm and the Carlon family feature
prominently in SBW history. Norbert Carlon was
a kind of honorary Tiger in the 1930s. It is right
next to the Wild Dogs, one of the club’s favourite
destinations. Such a good location I wonder if the
vendors might consider a swap for a river-front
property in Kangaroo Valley.
These days many people who appear not to be
bushwalkers camp at Dunphy’s. So many I have
a horrible feeling Lonely Planet have included it in
their list of free campsites for travellers, like the
over-patronised one at the top end of the Megalong
Valley. This would add a lot to the traffic transiting
through Carlons.
A Series of Unfortunate Events
May 2017: Joins the club.
Early June: Signs up for moderate Blue Mountains
walk. Withdraws.
Early July: Attends Royal NP walk. Struggles but
finishes. Advised to get more appropriate shoes.
Mid July: Signs up for harder Scenic World to
Wentworth Falls. Withdraws.
Mid-July, same day: Attends much harder Double
Yo Yo. Conks out within an hour going down first
descent. Advised to seek easier walks.
Late July: Undeterred, signs up for even harder Wild
Dogs. Accidently gets through leader’s screening
process. Best not describe the outcome. Shoes and
fitness mentioned as a cause for concern.
Early August: Withdraws from ideal beginners walk
at Little Wobby.
Our advice to new members is always the same.
Unless you really know you are a strong walker,
start with something easy, then work your way up
through the grades. Withdrawing from walks is OK
but don’t make a habit of it.
Apology to Angela Barton
A few months ago, I engaged in something
bordering on schadenfreude, when commenting on
one of Angela’s trips down Asgard Head to the Grose
which she described as “never again”. I explained
that there was a much easier cairned route off
Thor Head. I attended Geoff Goodyer’s trip there
in late July. Turns out a single cairn at the top of
the descent does not constitute a cairned route, and
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yes, this lawyer vine infested drop is also a “never
again”. Sorry, Angela, I take it back.

Yo Yo Champion

Just to be clear, the people who administer our
membership database will not give out personal
details such as phone numbers, email or home
addresses to other members. This is despite the
fact that in the past, indeed going right back to
the beginning of the club, membership information
was freely available to all members. Times have
moved on and such practices are out of whack with
contemporary standards of privacy.

There have been numerous Yo Yo walks in recent
months. For the uninitiated, a Yo Yo is a descent
and ascent in the Grose Valley and/or Govett Gorge.
A Double Yo Yo involves two ascents etc, a pretty
demanding day for the average walker. In a trip
report a month ago, the leader commented that the
party came across an SBW walker doing a triple Yo
Yo. A few weeks later, this phantom was encountered
again in the Blue Gum Forest, doing as many Yo Yos
as he could manage before dark, in the order of five
plus. The walker is not named in the reports, but I
think we can guess who Alan is.

Admin Bits and Pieces

Hume and Hovell Track

At the Committee meeting in August, it was agreed
to suspend the Procedures pending a review. To say
the Procedures resemble a dog’s breakfast would
be a kind description. A series of resolutions were
adopted to guide the management of the various club
transaction accounts and term deposits. They are
all accessible and under control again. Nominations
were called for new Honorary Life Members.

Steve Willems has prepared a terrific video on Robert
Carter’s brilliant Hume and Hovell trip in April. This
multi-week walk is the subject of the talk on the
August Social Night on Wednesday the 16th.

Apart from background administrative issues, a
substantial amount of time, believe it or not, is
devoted at each meeting to discussing bushwalking:
the walks program, how it is being promoted, safety
issues, training, drop-out rates, and other current
concerns of walks leaders.

It goes without saying that a minimum of two cars
is required to perform a successful car shuffle. My
July trip to Dharug NP failed this basic rule; only one
car turned up.

Privacy Issues

IT Project Manager Wanted
Forming a sub-committee to upgrade the club
website is easy. Making progress is not. We need an
IT Project Manager to make it happen. We are hoping
to hitch a ride on the Canberra Bushwalking Club’s
brand new system, purpose built for bushwalking. It
is nearing Go Live. Note that you won’t need to join
the SBW Committee.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FLJ18Wj9nQQ
Car Shuffle Kerfuffles

Sometimes the leader gets the arithmetic right
but other circumstances conspire to bring plans
undone. On another Dharug trip in March, the plan
was to squeeze everyone into three cars and drive
to the start, leaving three cars at the finish. To my
annoyance, I saw in my rear vision mirror one of the
“finish” cars following me, stuffing up the maths.
Turns out the driver was locking his car, when the
others in their enthusiasm to get to the start, took
off without him.
See you on the track,

New members
The committee approved the following new members at the August meeting:

Keith Lamb
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Who’s Walking Where
This is a new magazine feature that will hopefully
appear every month with your contributions. It
consists of news from people walking in areas where
SBW trips don’t often go, and do not have to be club
walks. It is not a full trip report, just a couple of
sentences and photos to fill a page, or even half a
page.
This new section is David Angell’s idea and as
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such he and Suzanne Gapps have the honour of
being the first featuring. David and Suzanne have
been in Borrowdale, UK (17 July to 20 July). They
have climbed Scafell Pike (the highest mountain
in England) and Great Gable (perhaps the most
interesting mountain in England) and have walked
to the Innominate Tarn (probably the most popular
small lake in England).
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Red Rock, Blue Skies & Satellites: 14 days on the
Larapinta Trail
Frances Bottrell

comes in a bottle very similar to metho... just a
different colour! Yay, the instrument of torture (as
the Caldera Cone was nicknamed-refer to cut/burnt
fingers) burned calmly from then on.
Luckily, the Larapinta gives more than it takes, and
the highlights of our 14 days on track were many.
The night sky is always stunning in the outback and
even with the full moon, and thanks to Wayne’s
amazing vision, we spotted loads of satellites and
the odd falling star. The bonus was the Hubble Space
Telescope zooming across the sky 3 nights in a row!

Had someone told me a few short years ago that
I would love multi day hiking, I think I would have
laughed long and hard at the idea, but ideas do
change, and I have come to enjoy the challenges
and freedom that setting out on a long hike brings.
Some of the challenges of walking for 14 days are
more than obvious but other personal challenges
pop up unexpectedly such as Margot tripping on a
stick in the first 4 hours and hitting the ground so
hard on one knee that we all felt the earth move, or,
buying the wrong fuel for your stove and wondering
why there is an inferno under your pot instead of
a gentle flame, and why is it, when you cut your
finger it is always in the most agonising place? Red
dirt. How does it manage to just get everywhere?
You have to embrace the filth entirely on long walks
as even with a shower now and then, you still feel
just a bit grubby.
Fortunately, we are a hardy resourceful group and
we have plenty of drugs for sore swollen knees
and bandaids for cut fingers and a terrific support
person who finally helped me figure out that shellite
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The breathtaking scenery from highpoints like
Counts Point and Brinkleys Bluff that no photo can
do justice to. The reds of the ranges that always
look like a Namatjira painting against the bluest of
skies. The fantastic sunrises and sunsets, especially
from Hilltop Lookout and Mount Sonder. Every high
camp was worth the almost back breaking water
carry just to ooh and ahh at the changing colours
and shapes over the landscape. The changing terrain
of boulder filled gorges, head high Spinifex, sandy
creek beds, rocky, ankle turning outcrops never
cease to surprise and amaze. How many photos can
a person take? Did I mention Spinifex? There are
acres of spinifex and very cute Spinifex Pigeons.
The people. We met so many people. Memorable
were the couple we met in Birthday Waterhole, from
Tassie, on a driving holiday who made us fresh coffee
and gave us oranges. We also met lots of hikers
going solo. Mostly women, and all age ranges.
The Larapinta has become an accessible and well
maintained track due to a specialised team, again
from Tasmania, who spend their winters working in
the West Macs upgrading the trail and placing the
odd bit of “Rock Artwork” just to make sure you are
watching where you are going.
So if you’re looking for an extended walk in Australia,
you really can’t go past choosing The Larapinta.
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Browsing Bradshaws & staring down cows in
Prince Regent NP
Rachel Grindlay

I first heard about the Prince Regent area on my
first extended trip with SBW in 2011. I was on a
Kakadu trip led by Ro McDonald and Mike Arnott.
They had visited the Prince Regent, one of the most
inaccessible parts of the Kimberley, the previous
year and were full of stories how wonderful the trip
had been. So when I saw Ro and Mike put it on the
Short Notice Walks this year I desperately wanted
to go there!

helicopter hire, time is money. Every minute clocks
up the bill, so there was a lot of pressure as we
landed at the food drop site. Mike & Tom needed to
find an appropriate tree to hang two 15kg bags as
quickly as possible. No handy trees at ground level,
so the chosen tree was up some sloping boulders.
It required two people to hang one heavy bag, so
Ro and I watched in horror as an unsupervised
bag rolled off one of the boulders. It was retrieved
and hung but with a small gash in the side, which
caused us no small worry about marauding animals.
Though Ro’s main concern was whether the wine
was intact! Food drop finally deployed we were soon
enjoying our first swim in a delightful waterhole on
the Roe River.
Our only non-SBWer on the trip, Melissah, was
heard yelling “I love SBW” shortly after she found
out that we weren’t walking anywhere on the first
day. Not surprising given her pack was 19kg! We
camped where the chopper dropped us and went
on a couple of excursions looking for rock art /
swimming opportunities in the afternoon.

Kimberley trips are full of logistics – normally at least
one helicopter trip, but maybe also light aircraft,
boats or other transport. Adding to the complication
is the need for permits to walk in the National Parks
– which require Traditional Owner sign-off as part
of the process. The original walk had been planned
for May but the permit was knocked-back due to
seasonal burn-offs and so the trip was moved to
June. Some original participants couldn’t make the
June dates, so new people, including Tom and me,
were added. Then two weeks before we were due to
start, the walk leader, based in Kununurra, had to
pull out due to health problems. Fortunately Grace
and Peter Love were able to fly back from Bali, whip
up a couple of dehydrated meals and join us at late
notice!

The next day, with slightly lighter packs after
drinking Melissah’s wine the night before, we set
off downstream. It wasn’t long before we hit a
significant waterfall which of course meant it was
swim time in the delightful pool at the bottom.
Continuing downstream we camped on rock slabs
on the river. The next day we did a bit of crosscountry to cut off some of the river loops. This was
relatively easy walking, the main danger being feral
cows. The chopper pilot had told us that WA DPaW
did aerial shooting but based on the number of
cattle we saw it doesn’t seem particularly effective.

With all those challenges Ro and Mike felt like they’d
already climbed a couple of big mountains by the
time we all assembled on the tarmac at Kununurra
ready for our flight to the Mitchell Plateau. From
Mitchell Plateau we transferred to helicopters to be
dropped out on the Roe River.
The first chopper load also had the responsibility
of hanging the food drop. We were using a new
system for the food drop – dead dog bags obtained
from the local vet were to be hung in trees. With
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Day 4 was our final day walking downstream on
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It was a bit of a wake up call that it’s a good idea to
have your Medicare card, credit card, ID and mobile
phone with you while you’re bushwalking, especially
when you might end up being evacuated a long
distance from where your spare gear is. Those that
know Ro well will have no trouble imagining that she
was able to talk her way into treatment, hotels and
transport without any of the above!
That evening around the fire was somewhat subdued
without Ro. Though also because we had the two
unknown days immediately ahead of us, which were
likely to be the hardest of the trip. Melissah was on
dinner and had us cooking damper over the coals
for dessert which caused amusement, especially
when Grace went the “nuclear” version with hers!
the Roe. Tom and I left the party and detoured
up Wyulda Creek where we found some lovely
waterholes, cascades, aboriginal rock art and a
small freshwater croc, our first of the trip. A lone
bull was eying us off suspiciously as we returned
to the Roe River junction, and we decided to walk
downstream a bit to another shady spot for lunch.
Shortly after leaving lunch we were surprised to be
flagged down by the others, as we didn’t expect to
see them until we reached camp. We were given the
bad news; Ro had broken her wrist and they had
activated the PLB.
Shortly after, a P-3 Orion aeroplane started circling
overhead, presumably due to the PLB signal. The
PLB activation had been followed up with a call on
the satellite phone so the Search & Rescue people
knew what they were dealing with. The helicopter,
which had been on one of the nearby cruise ships,
touched down 1h 24 minutes after the PLB was set
off. Ro distributed her valuable goods - cup to me
as I’d managed to bring a cracked cup on the trip,
her camp chair to Grace, no takers for the mouldy
sprouts though - and she was off with a wave.
Via sat phone, we later heard Ro been taken to
Mitchell Plateau, accompanied by the military aircraft
that had been circling. No one, including the rescue
chopper, had any idea what it was doing! From
Mitchell Plateau, Ro was then taken to Broome by
the RFDS, where she was assessed, and eventually
back to Sydney via Melbourne!

With an early start on Day 5, we had covered the
worst of the country by morning tea, and were over
the ridge and well into the next creek system by
lunch. Grace was an absolute trooper – having come
down with a bad cold a couple of days earlier, she
was clearly not that well. But she just kept pushing
on with her ready smile and laugh never far away.
With enough distance under our belt to be pretty
confident of making our food drop the next day,
it was time to look for a campsite. Eventually we
got to the marked waterhole that we were hoping
would be suitable. It was a dismal stagnant pool
(puddle?) with a couple of sandy areas between
the many rocks. However it was the best campsite
option we’d seen in hours, and only water for some
time. Everyone was pretty tired having been on the
go since 6:45am and it was now the heat of the
afternoon.
It was a pretty disappointing end to the day, so
I pushed on for another
100m. I couldn’t believe my
eyes! As if by magic, the
creek transformed from a
rocky jumble into beautiful
flat rock slabs with running
water, and pools big enough
to swim in!
We only had 5km to cover
on Day 6 but it was over
the tops from our minor
creek system through to
Garimbu Creek. Those with
experience walking in the
Kimberley predicted a slow
day. They were right. It
took us 5 hours to cover the
5km, including a section where we were moving
at around 0.5km/hour through deep spinifex and
boulders. However, the reward at the end of it was
magnificent. Garimbu Falls are about 70m high and
we were camping at the top of them.
In other good news the wine (and, less importantly,
the food) in the food drop had survived the tumble/
gash in the bag. While something had nibbled on
the torn bag it seemed to have mainly ingested
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plastic, other than one twiggy (salami) stick. The
biggest complaint seemed to be that there was
only one cask of wine, and that was with everyone
getting 1/7th more than they would have had Ro
been there! Overnight there were a few casualties;
half a packet of gingernuts, the steel wool and a pair
of fancy Japanese knickers. Blame was apportioned
to a quoll!
Mike’s plan of heading upstream for a night and
then returning to Garimbu Falls was a masterstroke.
It meant we could leave most of the food behind.

It was strung up in a different tree – and doublebagged this time to hopefully avoid the plastic
munching creature.
The remainder of the trip was on Garimbu Creek,
familiar territory for Mike. There were lots of good
waterholes, excellent campsites and of course good
food. And even better our helicopter arrived to
pick us up from the right spot on the right day! An
excellent trip with great company.

Social Program
Wed 20 Sep - Trekking and climbing in Peru and Bolivia. Gilf Laurente from Colonia Adventures of
Huaraz, Peru will speak about trekking and climbing in Peru and Bolivia. Gilf has run a number of trips
for SBW and will show climbs and treks yet to be tackled by us as well as treks we have done. Stunning
locations with the usual glaciers, snow covered peaks, lakes, history and culture.
Sat 22 Oct, All Day - SBW 90th Birthday BBQ. To celebrate the 90th anniversary of the formation of
Sydney Bush Walkers, the President invites all members, past and present to a picnic / BBQ at Tunks Hill
Area 22 in Lane Cove National Park on Sunday 22nd October from 10 AM to 5 PM. Walks from various
locations to the BBQ will be held on the day, please see program entries about for further details.
Note that this event will replace the usual Wednesday social night which will not be held this month.
Wed 15 Nov - Traverse of Norfolk Range and takayna/Tarkine Coast. The takayna/Tarkine region
lies in the NW of Tasmania. The area contains a wildly diverse landscape – rugged mountain ranges,
wild rivers, buttongrass moorlands, and a pristine coastline. In Feb 2017, accompanied by a very strong
group of mates, Melinda Turner spent 8 days exploring this special place.
Come along and share the beauty that is takayna/Tarkine!
If you have any ideas for social events, contact Tracey Avolio: social@sbw.org.au
All meetings are held at the Kirribilli Neighbourhood Centre, Fitzroy St Kirribilli and start at 7.35 pm
unless otherwise stated. The KNC is within easy walking distance of Milson’s Point station.
Why not join other club members for dinner at “The Pizzeria Rio”, a cheap pizza place that is next door
to the Kirribilli Neighbourhood centre in Fitzroy Street. Club members assemble there from 6.00pm on.
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Bone in the hole at Wave Cave
Bill Raffle

With the participant list for Melinda Turner’s
Budawang Birthday Bash containing so many of
the club’s loud and politically incorrect members, I
knew I was in for a superb weekend.
As the temperature gauge coming off a cheeky
minus 3 degrees we
headed out into the bush
and it wasn’t long before
we encountered a creek
covered in plate ice.
Unfortunately no one tried
to walk on it.
Soon after we needed
to
contend
with
the
legendary
Budawang
scrub and as usual I was
flat out looking for excuses
to move towards the back
of the group where a nice
path had been made.
Stopping to take photos,
admiring the view, fixing
shoelaces, clothing on and off, going for a pee - all
old tactics but they worked a treat. It is important
not to totally ignore those doing the hard yards up
the front though, so I was happy to provide some
navigational suggestions and the occasional friendly
request to just move things on a little bit faster.
I am pleased to say that I arrived into camp at the
wonderful Wave cave a lot
fresher and cleaner than
some of the others and
in one of life’s amazing
coincidences our group of
8 led by Melinda bumped
into a group of 9 led by
Steve Dolphin.
Lucy Keatinge started
proceedings off with a
moving formal ceremony,
steeped in SBW history,
where
she
presented
Melinda with a beautifully
shaped birthday bone.
Unhelpful
comments
about the bone from
some of the less mature
members of the group (and particularly Andrew)
remain unprintable.
With the night cooling down, a conservative fire
around 5 metres long was created and it wasn’t long
before things deteriorated.
Jodie bought out the baileys for Melinda and I wasn’t
sure whether it was being delivered intravenously
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when I looked over and saw a drinking tube raised
above her head.
Neil and Lucy delivered some amazing garlic prawns
for Melinda followed by lamb and sweet potato,
peas and potato. For desert Jodie Dixon brought in
some berries, meringues and cream to go with the
cake and Robert’s Lindt chocolate. It was all washed
down with some desert wine and a full array of
beverages together with plenty or sparklers. Bush
decadence at its best.
As the night progressed I took a video of what I
thought at the time was intelligent, witty, fireside
conversation. I now think that
it provides strong evidence
against the consumption of
alcohol on bushwalks.
The fire heated up, layers
of clothing came off and a
t-shirted Michael and Gilda did
a fine job of impersonating
cult leaders.
Time for bed and having
decided to camp on a lower
section at the end of the
cave my nerves were frayed
as some unkind individuals
mentioned that they had
decided that my camp spot was now the toilet area.
Not being a big fan of unplanned showers I decided
to play it safe and get into my sleeping bag in my
raincoat.
Concerns were raised during the night about a
wounded animal caught in a trap but then it was
realised that the noise was emanating from Stephen
Dolphin’s sleeping bag. Other sounds around Glenn
Draper were also a worry but fears were allayed in
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the morning when we spotted a wombat next to his
bivvy bag leaning back smoking a cigarette.
Robert Carter did remind me that the worst sound
you could hear in the night was a thud on the ground
close by and thankfully I woke up dry and free of
any deposits in my immediate vicinity.
Surprisingly, Melinda woke in what appeared to be
good condition and Neil and Lucy presented her with
smashed avocado and bacon and tomato on toast.
Whilst I could be all positive and chatty about what a
good job they had done with their cooking the night
before, the smell of bacon on the fire as I chomped
down my dry oats with water and powdered milk
pushed me close to breaking point.
Prior evenings festive sprit was quickly ignited when
a hole in the cave was spotted about 4 metres up
the wall where it was thought that the ceremonial
bone should be placed in honour of Melinda and
the weekend. Attempts to climb failed, the human
pyramid didn’t quite work as planned and finally Mr
Dolphin managed to get a long stick up and shove
the bone in the hole - much to the delight of the
cheering crowd. It was another very moving and
respectful ceremony.
Festivities were temporarily interrupted by a bush
bash back to the cars before celebrations continued
at the Nerriga Pub.
A fantastic weekend with a great couple of groups.

Booking on a Club Activity
L. Eader

Leaders love getting out in the bush. They love
walking. They may or may not love the administration
which comes with running walks. We want leaders
to keep leading walks so let’s make it easy for them.

•

Whether you are a full or prospective member

•

A list of your recent walking history in order of
preference:

- SBW walks including who the leader(s) were

A common complaint by leaders is that members
contact them with something similar to “I would
like to come on your walk/cycle/canyon...” and not
much else.

- Relevant non-SBW walks if they demonstrate your
experience / suitability for the walk

Include as much information as you can in your first
email. It might only be one email conversation to
you but the leader may be communicating with 20+
people regarding the walk and the less emails they
need to write the better. An ideal first email includes
the following pieces of information:

•

•

Your full name

•

Your contact phone number
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- Other non-SBW walks / information (e.g. fitness
level)
Your transport situation (i.e. need a lift, can give
lifts from your suburb)

Bear in mind that if you try booking on a popular
walk, you have more chance to make it if the leader
has all the info they need from the start.
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Walks and Activities Report
Rachel Grindlay
Leaders: After the activity, reports must be submitted via the online form. If your walk is cancelled, please
send a brief email advising the same to walksreporting@sbw.org.au. Keep the signature sheet as this is a
legal document. If you want your report to be published as an article email the report and any photos (jpeg
or tiff format) to editor@sbw. org.au.
You can also send one or two photos to the editor for inclusion in the walk reporting section of the magazine.

13 - 14 May 2017

Wild Dogs

Chris Birch

Blue Mountains NP

Simon Karantonis
Helen Zimmerman
Sue Riakos
Amy Wiggett
Sue Bucknell
Tim Sutherland
Alex Alperovich

The party left Dunphys with the threat
of rain which never eventuated. After
descending Ironmonger Spur we had a
pleasant afternoon travelling down the
Coxs River. The river was low from the
recent dry spell, leaving the log at Blue
Dog Bend exposed for an easy crossing.
The campsite opposite the mouth of Merrigal Creek on the true right hand side
of the River was a great campsite. On
Sunday after crossing the Coxs we made
a quick ascent up Blue Pup Spur which
seemed more open than the leader’s last
visit. Down Knights Pup ridge line, we
had to correct our angle of descent once
or twice but it remains a relatively open
ridge. After lunch at Frying Pan Flat, the
party made a reasonably quick journey
up Breakfast Creek and out via Carlon
Creek
10 - 12 Jun 2017

Namadgi

Terry Moss

Namadgi

The walk started at the Yankee Hat car park for a walk across the Boboyan
valley to the trail where we ascended to Gudgenby Saddle and then followed
the creek down to Naas Creek. We then continued on a overgrown track to
Sam Creek and then followed the creek to its headwaters for our camp. The
area is sub alpine with a mixture or grass areas an medium bush, unfortunately there has been a lot of regrowth after the 2005 fires and the going was
a lot harder than expected. With a great campsite with good company we all
enjoyed the antics around the fire, especially those who brought fresh fish
with vegetables, my dehydrated meal was looking pretty ordinary.

Melinda Turner
Neil Hickson
Lucy Keatinge
Andrew Vilder
Virginia Waller
Angela Barton
Ian Thorpe
Roz Thorpe

On day 2, Roz had an allergic reaction and had to leave with Ian and Melinda,
so the rest of us did a day walk to Scabby Tarn then along the Scabby range
ridge to Mt Scabby and return. We had some good views all around and down
to the snowy mountains. We returned to camp and settled in for the night,
when out comes a fresh steak and potatoes from the same couple who had
the fish, my dehydrated meal look really sad now. But my chocolate and
schnapps made up some of my disappointment.
On day 3, we retraced our day 1 trail back to the cars, so except for losing
three of the group on day 2 we all enjoyed the trip.
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24 Jun 2017

Splendour Rock Day Walk

Blue Mountains NP

My experienced tail end Charlie at the back of the group by error started to
walk down to Mobbs Soak but realised and re-joined the group 45 mins later
at the top of the ridge. This caused us to return to Carlons in the dark at
5.35pm. Also a prospective had trouble with the pace of the walk. The group
ultimately walked together to help the prospective walk at her pace. But we
all made it back to the cars together and had a great dinner together.
Note that permission was given by NPWS Area Manager Mr Henry to take 10
walkers.

25 Jun 2017

Grose Valley Yoyo

Blue Mountains NP

All good, no problems.

Tony Crichton
Melanie Freer
Penny Miu Pang
Kin Lee
John Currie
P Members
Sebastian Brunsdon
Naveen Viswanath
Michael Mate
Wilhelmina von
Buellen
Nigel Butler
Rod Wales
Helen Zimmerman
Gourav Bhaduri
Natalia Veinberg
Daryl Sullings
P Members
Clare Wang
Yvonne Chang

30 - 2 Jul 2017

Kanangra to Carlons

Blue Mountains NP

John Currie

Picked up by Blue Mountains Limos early on Friday morning from Bundarra
Street in Blackheath. The vehicle had a brake-light out and a headlight blew
but there were reasons for the vehicle mishaps and I would use the boys
from BML to get to Kanangra again in a heartbeat. We had great weather as
we made our way across the tops at Kanangra and on and up Rip, Roar, Rack
and Rumble before hanging a sharp left on top of Mt Cloudmaker and heading
for our first nights camp at Dex Creek. Owen Kimberley set a cracking pace
and as a leader it was my job to try and keep up. Early stop at Dex, made
for a relaxing afternoon and camp. We decided to do a longer effort on Day 2
and made our way down the beautiful Strongleg ridge, crossed the Cox and
pumped it up Yellow Pup and on to camp at Mobbs Swamp. We saw two other
walkers on our approach to Mobbs and that was it for the trip. The next day
we made our way across to Cattle Dog Ridge and down to Breakfast Creek
before exiting up Carlon Creek and on to Dunphys around 12.30 or so where
Donald from Blue Mountains Limos was waiting to pick us up. We had awesome Winter sunshine for three days. If you weren't on it, you missed out.

Owen Kimberley
Michelle Kimberley
Mark Wigley

1 Jul 2017

Angela Barton

Jamison Valley

Blue Mountains NP

Lovely, cool mountains weather. The scrub wasn't as bad as last time I was
there. Some interesting scrambles and different, entertaining ways to ascend
the chain. The moonlight lit the road as we finished in the dark at 6pm.

Margaret Rozea
Dirk Goes
Penny Pang
Mike Barton
Jodie Dixon
Stephen Dolphin
Caro Ryan

1 Jul 2017

Emmanuelle Convert

Mystery Walk

Marramarra NP

Solid day walk to pick up six controls from the previous week Navshield
event. The scrub is really dense in this area but each control was placed in a
great location with the 100 pointer overlooking Coba Bay for lunch. Well done
everyone!
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Michelle Rose
Petros Nikoloudis
Scott Lee
Alex Alperovich
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1 Jul 2017

Grose Valley 2 Way Traverse

Paul Barton

Blue Mountains NP

Due to a lot of last minute illness and drop outs the route was a more traditional car shuffle followed by a lovely day in the bush. Everyone walked well.
Thanks for making a great day out.

Cat Omal
P Members
Anna Von Dewitz
Tom McDonald

1 - 2 Jul 2017 Lee Creek and Duet Saddle in Bylong Labyrinth Wollemi NP

Yuri Bolotin

ok

Ian Thorpe
P Member
Charles Dunn

1 - 2 Jul 2017

6FT overnighter

Nicola Le Couteur

Six Foot Track

A chilly start from Katoomba, we crossed Megalong Creek close to the watershed, visited Explorers Tree and proceeded down Nellies Glen to follow
the traditional Six Foot Track through the Megalong Valley in glorious winter
sunshine. Lucie and Pavel at the Ecolodge were most welcoming, dinner was
plentiful and a campfire roared. We had booked out the 12 berth cabin, which
was comfortable and warm. It turns out we were there for one of the coldest
winter mornings for some years at -6 degrees: the taps were frozen, fortunately water had been left under cover for the first cuppa of the day and we'd
been warned to fill our water bottles the night before. Eight of us set off into
the frosty winterland to pound the remaining 30km to Jenolan Caves, the
climb to the pluvi as unforgiving as ever. We made good time to Black Range
for a lazy lunch in the sun, and were comfortably at Jenolan Caves for 3pm
for coffee (in the knowledge that cars were parked for our return trip). As
previously planned, Roy led Anne and Susan back to Megalong Valley Road
on the Sunday; Peter self-guided back to Katoomba. A great way to walk this
iconic track.

Kavita Joshi
Brian Tomney
Roy Jamieson

2 Jul 2017

John Kennett

The Goat Track

Blue Mountains NP

Beautiful day. Sea of cloud in the valley. Everyone got up the East Col in good
time. Disappointing to see that the log book had gone missing in only the
last few weeks. Many kangaroos at the farm. Challenging climb up the Goat
Track, particularly where the chains are located. A great day. All the Prospectives went well.

P Members
Nick Rutledge
Joyce Choucair
Christine Yates
Peter Tzavellas
Visitors
All Bush Club:
Florence Cho
Jason McCall Power
Ann McCall Power
Susan Davies

Jim Vaughan
Jim Close
Stanley Wong
Margaret St Hill
Margaret Rozea
Yoon Lee
Patricia Huang
Nigel Wingate
P Members
Christian Binting
Eduardo Da Silva
Charlie Ludowici
Stephan Bath
Srini Gowda

2 Jul 2017

Wild Dogs Workout

Bruno De Villenoisy

Blue Mountains NP

A spectacular display of early morning frost all along the Megalong Valley
set up the scene for a wonderful day in the Wild Dogs. Breakfast Creek was
flowing very well and slowed our progress until we reached the Coxs River
just before 12pm. From then onwards we walked in the sun for the rest of
the day. We finished just after 5:30pm and covered a bit more distance and
elevation that initially thought, 21.3km and 1380m. Everybody did incredibly
well throughout the day.
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James Blair
Sue Tiller
P Member
Arun Kumar
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2 Jul 2017 Brooklyn - Alison Point - Little Wobby - Brooklyn Brisbane W NP

Nigel Weaver

It was a sunny and mild day, perfect for bushwalking. We caught the water
taxi from Brooklyn to Alison Point, and then did the steep and rough off-track
ascent to Alison Heights. At the top of the ridge we enjoyed panoramic views
of the magnificent Hawkesbury waterways far below us, and the adjacent
rugged hills. See the accompanying photo! We then went eastwards off-track
along Alison Heights, enjoying further fabulous views along the way. After
lunch we went to lovely Rocky Ponds, and then made our way southwards
to the wonderful clifftop lookout high above Little Wobby, where we enjoyed
another terrific view of the riverways. We then did the very steep and rough
descent to Little Wobby and caught the ferry back to Brooklyn to round off a
magnificent scenic walk. (Photo by Jon Bell.)

Sarah Homewood
Jon Bell
Glenn Draper
Ted Nixon
Margaret Weaver
Janina Szyndler
Pei Liping
John Robb

2 - 14 Jul 2017

Leigh McClintock

Japan - the Top End

various Japanese maps

There was quite a bit of snow in the Daisetsuzan NP, but for the most part the
weather was dry and very hot.
The big party (more than had been on any past Japan trips) functioned beautifully, and everyone took good advantage of any free time available to explore and to create their own special memories of Japan.

P Member
Craig Laslett

Grace Love
Peter Love
Clare Holland
Karl Miller
Jan Spencer
Graham Byrne
Antony Milch
Andy Ojong
Karen Kool
Marcia Kaye
Tracy Edwards
Helen MacDonald
Lynette Preston
P Members
Wilhelmina von
Buelhen

Help needed
Remember to please give leaders plenty of notice if you need to pull out of a walk, so that other members can have the opportunity to take your place.
We continually need to expand our pool of leaders, so if you haven’t put on a walk before, think about
what you might put on the Spring Program. Maybe you have a favourite walk near Sydney that you are
familiar with? Just one walk is all we are looking for.
2017 August SBW Magazine
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4 Jul 2017

Coast Track

Robert Carter

Royal NP

It was hard to believe that it was a mid-winter’s day with the temperature
reaching above 20°C, slight breeze and crystal clear skies. A fantastic roll-up
for a mid-week walk with a good number of Prospective Members joining for
this iconic coastal walk.
There has been significant improvements in the track with more sections of
elevated walkway introduced north of Wattamolla and continuing through to
the cliff lines above the Waters Run. Disappointingly the safety measures introduced at Wedding Cake Rock are simply being ignored with nine (9) people
counted being on the wrong side of the security fence with many dangling
legs over the cliff edge – not sure how many lives or injuries will be sustained
before these knuckleheads actually get the message!
Numerous pods of whales on their northern migration were sighted as we
made our way along the cliff tops and a solitary stag with a magnificent antler
display was spotted near Burning Palms.
4 - 10 Jul 2017

Fraser Island Great Walk

Kylie Carter
Margaret St Hill
Petros Nikoloudis
Tim Yewdall
Paul Notholt
Margaret Rozea
Steve Willems
P Members
Nick Rutledge
Jan Davies
Joyce Choucair
Lisa Grant
Mel Ritchie
Clare Wang
Joanne Armstrong

Queensland

A group of SBW recently completed the Fraser Island Great Walk along with
members of the Bush Club and Upper Blueys.
It was a perfect time of the year to do this walk with some cool temperatures
- although there was high humidity at times. Fortunately most campsites
were beside freshwater lakes so we were able to have a swim most days.

Suzanne Aubrun
David Hou
Lyn Hungerford
Alan Sauran

The distances each day were small - the longest walk was 16kms. Elevation
was minimal and the trails were easy to walk on - not a lot of soft sand. The
Great Walk goes through the centre of the island through some wonderful tall
forests so it was a mostly shaded walk. The only time we were on the famous
4WD beach was to transfer from one end of the island to the other by 4WD
taxi.
The walk in campsites were quite good but didn't seemed to be used much.
But at least they had metal food containers to keep our food safe from 'critters' and dingoes. Alas! We never saw any of the famous Fraser Island dingoes. I recommend this Walk to anyone who wants a 'cruisey' and relaxing
walk with plenty of time to swim, read or chill at the end of each day.
Many thanks to my great co-walkers who made the walk extra enjoyable.
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6 Jul 2017

Midweek harbour walk for Tiggers

Sydney Harbour

Last minute weeknight walk put on for Tiggers (with a couple of other ringins to pad out the numbers). Ended up being a beautiful winter's evening for
a combination urban/bushwalk linking up several reserves on the northern
shore of the harbour. ~10km all up. Committee member photographed using a lift/elevator mid-walk. Great views of city lights with a quick dinner and
beer at the pub afterwards.

Jon Bell
Peter Bruce
Liz Youman
Gourav Bhaduri
Alex Allchin
P Member
Steph Yee

7 Jul 2017 South Eastern Cliff Line of Donkey MountainGardens of Stone NP

Yuri Bolotin

ok

Calogero Panvino

8 Jul 2017

Southern Valleys

Ben Bullen SF

ok

Yuri Bolotin
Matthew Dickerson
Damon da Costa
P Members
Charlotte Clark
Sonya Berson
Visitors
Monique Bedwell
John Galan

8 Jul 2017

Coxs river walk

Blue Mountains NP

This was a pleasant circuit on a sunny winter day in the Cox valley - what
more could we want. The river is low, a few wedge tail eagles floating above,
and wild pig baits for the winter months.

Tim Sutherland
Chris Dowling
P Members
Jason Watts
Mignon Booth
Simon Hannes

8 Jul 2017

Waterfall to Otford

Royal NP

Jim Close

The weather turned on a fantastic Cinderella walking day – not too hot and
not too cold. We set out from Waterfall Station down the Uloola Trail and then
turned onto the Couranga Track. We had intended to cross the Hacking River
across to the Forest Island Track but whether we missed the preferred crossover point – or preferred to keep our feet dry, we continued on (Plan B) to
the road and walked up the base of the ridge line leading up to Bola Heights.
A relatively easy walk up saw us come out on the Bola Heights fire trail and
then onto Garawarra. From here we crossed over and down to Burning Palms
and lunch. Caught glimpses of whale play out to sea but too far off to see any
clear detail. Heading south on the Coast Track we took a short detour to the
headland overlooking the Figure Eight Pool. Even in mid-winter there were
people swimming! As we set off again, we realised that we could possibly
make the 3.15pm train out of Otford rather than wait another 2 hours – so
we literally pulled out all stops and charged up through Palm Jungle and onto
Otford Station with 5 minutes to spare. Great day – great group. Thanks to
David Bell for giving me the opportunity to lead the walk during his recovery.

Glenn Draper
Kavita Joshi
Sarah Homewood
Robert McIlwaine

Total distance - 18.9km

Margaret Wiggett
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Total elevation +544m / -639m

P Members
Amy Wiggett
Peter Murchie
Lucky Vemulapalli
Sridhar Ghanta
Margaret Austin
Mikey Luong
Kevin Reeves
Visitor

15

8 - 9 Jul 2017

Dingos Lair

John Kennett

Wollemi NP

Fantastic weekend, beautiful weather, chilly night. Dingos Lair is a wonderful
cave, awesome depictions of dingos, quolls, kangaroos. Abandoned clothes,
sleeping bag in the cave were an odd find; it is along way from the road for
someone sleeping rough. Small but good camp site in front of the cave. Challenging climb in the morning, finding a way through cliff lines, to get a commanding view over Angorowa Creek. Relatively straight forward return walk.
Neil and Lucy's dinner left those of us with humble meals very jealous. OMG:
fried potatoes in duck fat, steak, sausages, red wine, filtered coffee!

Geoff Goodyer
Genevieve Savill
Neil Hickson
Lucy Keatinge
David Pender

9 Jul 2017

Jo Daly

Heathcote Loop

Heathcote NP, Royal NP

Brilliant weather for a nice Sunday bushwalk. We made great time even with
the size of the group and could enjoy the sun on the rocks at Kingfisher Pool.
A great day out!

Simon Karantonis
Nicola Le Couteur
Mark Sieler
Brian Tomney
Kavita Joshi
Penny Pang
Kin Lee
Stephen Dolphin
Jodie Dixon
Janina Szyndler
Adrian Doyle
Margaret Rozea
P Members
Ghada El-Ghoul
Chris Binting
Emma Simpson
Emily Deck
Tom MacDonald
Sharnie Pokai
Megan East

Photo by Frances Bottrell- Larapinta

Have you seen the latest Colong
Foundation Bulletin?
The latest edition of the
Bushwalking NSW magazine is available for
downloaded at:
http://www.bushwalkingnsw.org.au/
bushwalker-archives/
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If not, you can download it from the
Colong Foundation website at:
www.colongwilderness.org.au
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9 Jul 2017

Hornsby Heights to Mt Ku-Ring-Gai

Berowra Valley NP

The walk went as planned in very pleasant winter weather. An easy walk using the McKay short cut except for the grind at the end

Roger Treagus
John Fitzgerald
Jan McLean
Glen Draper
Graham Conden
Judith Bruinsia
Han Strating
P Members
Peter Marois
John White
Amelia Scott
Eduado Nickell de
Silva
Joan Ho
Nick Attlee
Visitors (All from NPA)
Sarah Bodlay
Kay Sakaian
Fran Stanley
Kathleen Herz
Hilary Chasworth
Jenny Sanderson

11 Jul 2017

La Perouse to Bondi

Eastern Suburbs

A chilly however nice sunny and clear mid-winter day for this very nice coastal walk along the beaches of Sydney’s eastern suburbs. Numerous pods of
whales were sighted throughout the walk and everyone managed to dodge
the golf balls. A relatively quick pace was maintained throughout allowing for
a 2.00pm finish in Bondi and then a few rehydrating refreshments!

Robert Carter
Kylie Carter
Joyce Choucair
Margaret St Hill
Liping Pei
Nicola Le Couteur
Margaret Rozea
P Member
Peter Tzavellas

14 Jul 2017

Old Baldy and Skywalker Traverse

Wollemi NP

ok
15 Jul 2017

Yuri Bolotin
Ian Starkey

Govetts Leap Circuit

Blue Mountains NP

Tony Crichton

It was a long day walk where we fitted in time for photos in Grand Canyon
and a visit to Blue Gum Forest to show and explain club history. Some walkers took one and a half hours up Perrys Look Down. We pushed on and finished the walk at 5.30pm as the dark was falling so it was a great effort by all.

Melanie Freer
Andrew Price
Joyce Choucair
Virginia Waller

A delightful days walk that was enjoyed by all. As Virginia Waller said there
was a great energy about the group today.

P Members

We finished up with 10 at dinner at the Gardners Inn at Blackheath - a good
end to a great day.
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Nigel Butler
Naveen Viswanath
Nick Rutledge
Rose Lichaa
Charlie Lichaa
Karen Hosken
David Hosken
Alexander Michie
Tyrone O'Neill
Tom Macdonald
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15 Jul 2017

Wild Dogs

Blue Mountains NP

Found ourselves with an elite group of walkers who kept up a solid pace
all day in perfect winter weather. After being on the receiving end of some
teasing about his world-famous nav skills, Yoon decided to let his legs do
the talking by putting the hammer down on Blue Dog Spur and blowing the
detractors away in the process. Lunch at Knights Deck then back via Black
Horse. Back at the cars before 4pm with plenty of time for beer and wedges
at Blackheath.

Peter Bruce & Jon
Bell
Liz Youman
Yoon K Lee
Adrian Doyle
David Chan
P Member
Mark Thieben

15 - 16 Jul 2017

Wild Dogs #1

Robert Carter

Blue Mountains NP

Near perfect weather for this rather short however very picturesque overnight walk in the Wild Dogs and along the Coxs River in including a few very
chilly crossings of the Coxs.
Our usual campsite on the bend in the Jenolan River was inhabited by a group
of fishermen so we decided to make use of the site on the corner of the Coxs
and Jenolan Rivers where a great fireplace had already been established
along with nice large sitting logs.

Jose Correa
Srinivas Gowda
P Members
Ismael Avalos
Michael Mate

It is good to see that NPWS efforts in controlling feral pigs is working with
only a little damage observed – significantly reduced from 12 months ago.
15 - 16 Jul 2017

Kanangra to Kowmung

Roy Jamieson

Kanangra-Boyd NP

This was an excellent trip, with a great group and perfect weather.

James Blair
Bill Raffle
Richard Brading
Karen Brading
P Members
Balázs Szomor
Ashleigh Prest

16 Jul 2017

Jo Daly

Austinmer to Stanwell Park Illawarra Escarpment SCA

Another weekend of awesome weather! The group did well to battle everyone
in activewear on the way up to Sublime Point. It was much cruisier once on
the top with many places to stop and appreciate the view.
Shout out to Andrew Price for sharing the location of a trig on the edge of the
escarpment. The perfect lunch spot!

Susan Healey
Joan Chan
Ted Nixon
Angela Barton
Mike Barton

A really nice walk that should get more kudos.

P Members
Carmen Byrne
Ghada El-Ghoul
Maggie Fung
Hyphen Chan
Matthew Lukaszewicz
Nick Fishbourne

Walk updates
Don’t forget to check the Short Notice Activities bulletin for any amendments to the quaterly program
such as changes in walk dates.
Many walks that go into the walks program are planned weeks or months ahead and unforeseen
circumstances can arise in the meantime affecting walk details and dates.
18
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16 Jul 2017

Wondabyne to Woy Woy

Brisbane Water NP

Nigel Weaver

Our large group of 19 people enjoyed a fine and mild day on this 19 km
walk. From our morning break on a ridge top we had a good view of Mooney
Mooney Creek, and later on there was a great view from Scopas Peak all the
way to Mt Banks and Mt Wilson which were clearly visible on the western
horizon. In the afternoon we had to use a track that is becoming overgrown,
caused by NPWS cutting down small trees, and laying them over the entrance
to the track to discourage use. Nevertheless we made our way along the
track, although we lost some time on this rough section of the walk. We later
got onto a side track which eventually fizzled out, so that we went off-track
for about 500 metres though fairly open woodland. Once we hit a fire trail we
made our way to Lyre Trig and then to the nearby Egyptoid site where a man
expertly carved a few hundred hieroglyphic symbols into a smooth rockface
many years ago. It is an impressive sight. We then stepped up the pace in
order to ensure that we reached Woy Woy before dark, which we did with a
comfortable margin, stopping briefly along the way to enjoy a fantastic view
of Brisbane Water from Koolewong Ridge. (Photos by Vincent Murray.)

Nigel Wingate
Glenn Draper
Lucy Moore
David Bell
Regina Law
Philip Law
Brian Tomney
Jim Close
Valerie Close
Margaret Weaver
Lisa Sheldon
Vincent Murray

16 - 23 Jul 2017

David Rostron

Maguk to Koolpin

Kakadu NP

P Members
Rachael Nolan
Peter Maroz
Amelia Scott
Margaret Austin
Eben Kirksey
Eduardo Nickel da
Silva

An enjoyable time was had swimming in the beautiful creeks of Kakadu. Many
first time Kakadu walkers who were very impressed with the standard of the
group food!

Peter Love
Grace Love
Mary Liu
Tom Brennan
Rachel Grindlay
Patsy Quealy
Julie-Anne Murphy
Kim Bailey
Alex Alperovich
Robert Betos

18 Jul 2017

Robert Carter

Cowan to Brooklyn

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

Another lovely day for this rather short mid-week walk along the Great North
Walk from Cowan to Brooklyn. A very engaged and chatty group which made
the walk all the more enjoyable.
We maintained a good pace throughout finishing at the Fishermans Arms in
Brooklyn for a big pub lunch in the mid-winter sun.

Kylie Carter
Liping Pei
Petros Nikoloudis
Penny Pang
Kin Lee
Cathie Goss
Trevor Carr
Richard Brading
Nicola Le Couteur
P Members
Jan Davies
Amelia Scott
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22 Jul 2017

Brooklyn to Mt Kuring-gai

Nicola Le Couteur

Cowan, Hornsby

Combine an energetic and enthusiastic group of walkers with a sunny, crisp
winter's day, and you have a perfect day's walking. A strong pace with minimal stops for water and irresistible views, morning tea was enjoyed after
the climb from Joe Crafts Creek and lunch at Berowra Oval, salty chips from
the servo consumed eagerly. Deciding to reroute the final stage via Berowra
Creek (to make the most of the remaining sunlight on the western slope), we
arrived at Mt K to watch the sunset. Congrats to all walkers for their teamwork and endurance.

22 Jul 2017

Katoomba to Wentworth Falls

P Members
Nick Rutledge
Amelia Scott
Visitors
(all Bush Club)
Jason McCall Power
Sunny Suntharesan
Bill Bondoc
Jacqui Joseph
Ramon Alvarez
Chris Dowling

Blue Mountains NP

Clear sunny day, enjoyable walk, good group. 2 people were late but after
phone calls we met them on Furber Steps. Otherwise no dramas.

Owen Kimberley
Michele Powell
Tim Yewdall
Patricia Huang
Miu Pang
Kin Lee
P Members
Peter Murchie
Teng Dong
Xin Tian
Tom Macdonald
Sarah Sheridan

22 Jul 2017

Grose Valley Yo-yo with a half pike

Mark Wigley

Blue Mountains NP

What an enjoyable day with a great group. Two dropped out very early, but
we were able to regain those numbers when we had two people on the trail
hitch a ride for the middle section of the walk. Not much wildlife spotted, but
we did see an SBW member out on his own doing multiple ("until it is dark")
yo-yos all over the valley. Three times we passed him.
Perfect weather and great views. Then the steep, difficult descent off Lockleys
via a route attributed to a Bush Club member, Rob Powell, who spent some
time at Govetts Lookout studying possible routes along tree-lined ledges. At
many times we were very close to sheer drops but completely unaware of this
as we hugged the cliff line in a scrambly and scratchy descent.
Reaching the Grose by early afternoon with a sense of achievement, we still
had to contend with the daunting walk up to Perrys Lookdown. Some were
not daunted and there is a rumour that a prospective was strongest on the
climb followed closely by an SBW stalwart. None of this able to be verified by
the leader who brought up the rear walking with a prospective who won the
valour award of the day.
22 - 23 Jul 2017Martindale Creek and the surrounding ridges
ok

Wollemi NP

Puru Karki
David Hou
Huw ap Rees
John Currie
Einion Thomas
Patrick Lorrimer
P Members
Marika Sallot des
Noyers
Margaret Austin
Sridhar Ghanta (left
early)
Lakshmi Vemulapalli
(left early)
Yuri Bolotin
Ian Thorpe
P Members
Willem Knopper
Charlie Lichaa
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22 - 23 Jul 2017

Birthday Bash to Wave Cave

Morton NP

Melinda Turner

Wave Cave has to be one of the best kept secrets of the NW Budawangs and
I decided it would be a great place to celebrate my birthday. Rather large
group of wrong-un mates came along to join the festivities. Big thanks to Mr
Dolphin for help with route finding and helping to herd all the stray cats!

Jodie Dixon
Stephen Dolphin
Gilda Floyd
Michael Floyd
Robert Carter
Damon De Costa
David Carmichael
Helen Zimmerman
Andrew Vilder
Virginia Waller
Glenn Draper
Tim Hager
Jo Daly
Bill Raffle
Lucy Keating
Neil Hickson

23 Jul 2017

John Kennett

Hawkesbury Panorama

Dharug NP

Cancellations on the morning of the walk not only reduced numbers but left
us without enough cars for the car shuffle required for the original plan. A
revised round route was adopted. Absolutely fabulous sunny 20 degree day.
Groves of Boronia and early flowering Eriostemon. Intriguing charcoal drawing of an early 19th ship in an aboriginal occupied cave. Challenging descent
through cliff lines back down to Gunderman Creek - 70 mins to drop 200
metres. All in all a great day. Revised route would have qualified for a Q if
Prospectives had attended.

Alexa Bullen

23 Jul 2017

Nigel Weaver

Brooklyn - Peak Hill Loop

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

This walk was advertised as being rough and rugged. And it certainly was
that! There were several steep ascents and descents. In addition we encountered rough tracks that are steadily overgrowing, and did two off-track
sections including the descent of a steep gully. On the other hand, the views
of the lower section of Hawkesbury River from the hills and ridgetops were
absolutely fabulous, and it was great to go out to remote Julian’s Lookout,
named after one of our erstwhile and popular club members. We had a perfect fine and mild day to do this walk, and enjoyed a rugged but very scenic
trip. (Photos by Pamela Campbell.)

Visitor
Berenice Torstensson
(Bush Club)

Sarah Homewood
Cathy Hoare
Graham Conden
Ted Nixon
Pamela Campbell
Misako Sugiyama
Margaret Weaver
Jeffrey Bridger
P Members
Anna Von Dewitz
Joan Ho
Nick Fishbourne
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25 Jul 2017

Kiama Coast Walk

Robert Carter

South Coast

Another lovely mid-winter day for this spectacular coastal walk from Minnamurra to Gerringong on the lovely South Coast in near perfect weather.
Unfortunately we were on the end of the annual whale migration with only
one far-off sighting by the leader (nobody believed me anyway!).
A mixture of coastal path, rocky headland platforms and beach walking combined to provide a little variety throughout this long-ish walk. A very interactive group with plenty of conversation throughout (we had some good talkers) topped off by a few cleansing ales at Cronin’s pub in Gerringong before
the long train trips home.

29 Jul 2017

Splendour Rock day walk

Kylie Carter
Petros Nikoloudis
Michelle Rose
Lynn Dabbs
Kevin Williams
Jim Close
Trevor Carr
P Members
Ralph Meyers
Julie Moffatt
Mark Seiler
Jan Davies
Peter Bruce

Blue Mountains NP

A perfect day in the Wild Dogs, great weather, strong group and challenging
ascents as always. The navigation and leadership of the group was shared
between David, Yoon, Adrian & Alexa who all did an outstanding job navigating in areas where they had not walked previously. Yoon did rely on the call
of the Wild Dogs to help spot a track intersection, or was that David whispering in his ear? Once again Yoon blew everyone away walking up the steep
ascents. Sarah demonstrated she was an excellent potential SBW member
performing very well for her first Q walk.

Liz Youman
Yoon Lee
David Chan
Adrian Doyle
Darryl Sullings
Alexa Bullen
P Member
Sarah Sheridan

29 Jul 2017

Ironmonger Day Walk

Tony Crichton

Blue Mountains NP

Planned walk route was Carlons - Blackhorse Ridge - Knights Deck - Blue Dog
Spur - Coxs River - Ironmonger Spur - Carlons
One of the walkers was very slow ascending Blackhorse forcing a re-think of
objectives for the day. We descended back down Blackhorse and returned to
Carlons car park where one of the party drove the walker back to Blackheath.
The rest of the party then went out to Ironmonger and Tinpot to get some
extra value out of the day.
29 - 30 Jul 2017

Merrigal Creek

P Member
Lakshmi Vemulapalli
Owen Kimberley

Blue Mountains NP

Beautiful sunny days and a snug campsite. All went well and we all had an
enjoyable time.
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Nicola Le Couteur
Jo Daly
Melanie Freer
Joyce Choucair
Brian Tomney

Michele Powell
Joanne Armstrong
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29 - 30 Jul 2017 Budawangs - Wog Wog Circuit

Morton NP

A highlight of the trip was happy hour which we had at Yurnga lookout after
dumping our packs in the camp cave. Damon carted in a baguette in a cardboard box strapped to his pack, to which he added smoked salmon, cheese
and dill - all prepared with rubber gloves (I love dual use items). Margot carried in red wine, which went nicely with blue cheese, carrots and John Flint's
vegan dip (showing some empathy for Frances now he has moved into the
inner west), pesto dip from John Currie and strawberries and chocolate. All
with a superb if somewhat windy view.
The next day we spent a bit of time mucking around on Corang river before
setting a cracking pace that had us back at Nerriga pub for lunch at 2pm.

Bill Raffle
James Blair
Margot Bull
John Currie
Damon De Costa
John Flint
P Member
Charlie Ludowici

Our prospective Charlie Ludowici was awesome and by the end of the walk
was freely joining in the abuse of others in the group, whilst appropriately
flattering the leader. We decided he is destined for big things in the club.

30 Jul 2017

Thor Head to Grose River

Blue Mountains NP

This walk provided a lot of variety. On track walking, some scrambling around
Thor Head and downhill, plenty of lawyer vine, rock-hopping up the Grose
River, open forest on the climb back out, with plenty of lovely views. Some
group input was required for the walk up the river with different people trying
different approaches, some more successful than others. A drink at the pub
afterwards capped off an interesting excursion.

Geoff Goodyer
Jo Daly
Rod Wales
Mark Wigley
John Kennett
Michelle Rose
Petros Nikoloudis

Can’t think of a walk to lead?
There are well over 1,000 overnight and extended trips outlined in the Historical Walks Database, found
by logging in to the Members Area on our website and following the link to Historical Walks Record
www.sbw.org.au
Here you will find a list of all the overnight or extended walks run by the club from its inception to the
present day. Look at the region you are interested in and see what walks have been done there in the past!
Use this wonderful resource to help plan your next walk!
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LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP

In-store and Online

FOLLOW US ON
Facebook.com/paddypallin
Instagram.com/paddy_pallin
www.paddypallin.com.au/blog

SYDNEY 507 Kent Street. Ph 9264 2685
MIRANDA 581-587 Kingsway. Ph 9525 6829
PARRAMATTA 16 Hunter Street. Ph 8120 8973
KATOOMBA 166 Katoomba Street. Ph 4782 4466
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